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Examine the images side-by-side Open Raw images Compare images by 'Region of Interest' Use the
ruler for zoom-in and zoom-out of image Analyze the images histogram with X-Ruler Histogram X-
Ruler: Analyze the RGB and HSV pictures separately Color Analyzer: analyze the image quality RAW
Converter: convert RAW pictures to a few other formats RAW processor: process RAW images to JPEG
RAW converter: convert RAW images to JPEG Raw Image Lab: convert RAW images to PSD or TIFF
Standard RAW converter: convert RAW images to PSD or TIFF Histogram: display the histogram
Histogram X-Ruler: analyze the RGB and HSV pictures separately Color analyzer: analyze the image
quality RawImageAnalyser Cracked Accounts Demo Video: RawImageAnalyser Crack For Windows is
a professional application, created for those who know how to handle such tools or who have the
patience to sit through a lengthy 'Help' file in order to learn which are the program's functions,
hotkeys and options. A FREE tool to create animated Flash movies with great animation speed and
smoothness. Animatron is a professional application that can be a beneficial tool at any web-
development stage and - so you should be. Your Flash animation should be optimized, it's a great
way to help increase the page loading speed of your website and you should consider that most
people today on the Internet are impatient and won't visit web-sites that take more than 3 secs to
load. Animatron enables you to create professional, smooth and fast animated Flash movies in
minimum time. It is the ideal tool to create web-page banners that will attract visitors to your site.
The program is extremely easy to use and has a wide range of features and options that will allow
you to achieve a professional result. A FREE tool to create animated Flash movies with great
animation speed and smoothness. Animatron is a professional application that can be a beneficial
tool at any web-development stage and - so you should be. Your Flash animation should be
optimized, it's a great way to help increase the page loading speed of your website and you should
consider that most people today on the Internet are impatient and won't visit web-sites that take
more than 3 secs to load. Animatron enables you to create professional, smooth and fast animated
Flash movies in minimum time. It is the ideal tool to create web-page banners that will attract
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RawImageAnalyser is a free RAW image comparison program. The program has been tested with
Adobe Photoshop CS2/CS3/CS4/CS5/CS6 and similar software. It works in 32-bit and 64-bit versions
of Windows 7/8/8.1/10. RawImageAnalyser is a simple and easy-to-use RAW image comparison
program. It has many features and allows you to compare different images. You can add the images
to compare, add `regions of interest` (ROIs), zoom in/out and even re-save the images with custom
information included. Main Features: ✔ FREE RAW image comparison program ✔ Add two or more
images, including RAW, JPG, TIFF, BMP, PNG and RAW+JPG format ✔ Support in 9 languages ✔
Toolbars, menus and buttons are hidden ✔ Various image formats including JPG, PNG, TIFF, TGA, BMP
and RAW ✔ Batch image comparison with selected images or entire folders ✔ Command line
interface ✔ Supports the “View with this software” function on images in the Windows Explorer, and
will run automatically when you start Windows Explorer ✔ Compare images by the color, contrast,
red, hue, saturation, brightness, gamma and white balance ✔ You can also compare images based
on the number of `identical pixels` found in a certain `region of interest` (ROI) ✔ More features...
(Coming soon) RawImageAnalyser in Action: RawImageAnalyser runs with the Windows' explorer and
takes two or more images to compare. Once started, it will display the chosen images side-by-side
and lets you analyze the pictures one-by-one in a new window and then show a comparison window
next to each image. When performing a new comparison the program lets you enter the settings: the
colors of the images (white balance), the contrast level, the magnification factor and the regions of
interest. After these settings are applied, you are allowed to enter the ROI name, so you can specify
where you want the program to focus on. Then you should click on the 'Compare' button to start the
comparison process. As soon as the two pictures are selected and the comparisons are made, the
image with the most `identical` pixels will be displayed at the top, while the image with the least `

What's New in the RawImageAnalyser?

RawImageAnalyser is a software that enables you to perform extensive image comparisons using the
basic tools found in most picture editing programs: zoom, rotate, crop and convert between different
formats. In contrast to most image comparison tools that use simple icons to show the pixels that
are being compared, RawImageAnalyser takes a visual approach, using a special panel to display
image differences side by side, while letting you emphasize the differences in its third panel.
RawImageAnalyser supports comparing pictures in raw format (lives in the RAW folder of your
picture viewer or photo editor), JPG, PNG, TIFF, BMP and other popular image formats. A wide variety
of hotkeys, as well as a few mouse-based operations, allow you to zoom and rotate images, easily
crop the compared region, change between image formats, and do more. RawImageAnalyser also
allows you to set a region of interest (ROI) for a more precise comparison, and to zoom in on that
area for a more detailed image inspection. The program also features a histogram and can export
the selected ROI, as well as the whole picture. Sometimes it's useful to extract a list of the
differences between the selected images, for instance, if you'd like to use a picture in a print or
brochure with a different image. This is what RawImageAnalyser can do, by zooming in on the area
of interest and displaying the differences in a small text file (in a variety of image formats).
RawImageAnalyser Features: Automated image matching of similar images Detects differences in
RAW format Exports differences to text files Allows you to specify an ROI Supports RAW, JPG, PNG,
TIFF, BMP and a few other formats Recognizes and compares images side by side Supports zooming,
rotating and cropping Displays differences in a separate panel Generates list of differences to text
files Supports Windows 95, 98, Me, 2000, XP, Vista, 7 and 8 RawImageAnalyser Version History: It
has come a long way since I wrote the first version of RawImageAnalyser. Thanks to all of you that
have downloaded the program and to all the freeware and shareware publishers that have let me
keep writing and improving the app. The program is based on multiple versions of PIX, a 32-bit
package that was written by Marc Delamont.
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System Requirements For RawImageAnalyser:

RAM: 4 GB Processor: Intel Core i5-2400 @ 3.2 GHz Graphics: NVidia GeForce GTX 660 2 GB Hard
Drive: 30 GB Installed Size: 38 GB
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